
 

 

 

 

 

 

12 August, 2016 

 

This document is a collection of every question and comment about the proposal to relocate the 

Macquarie Point Sewage Treatment Plant, received via TasWater’s YourSay website.  

The questions are listed here in chronological order from when they were received, with the 

newest questions towards the end of the document. There have been several rounds of online 

consultation between November 2015, when the proposal to expand the Selfs Point Sewage 

Treatment Plant was first announced, and August 2016. The website will reopen for comments 

later in 2016. 

Should you have any further questions about the project or this document, please contact 

Community Engagement Officer Trent Swindells on 6237 8523 or 

trent.swindells@taswater.com.au 

 

 

Frank Coleman  11 Nov 2015, 10:27 AM 

Has the alternative of a pipeline to the Rokeby Plant been considered? The reuse of 

water for agricultural use as well as the environmental advantages of no outfall into the 

Derwent are quite compelling. As the Rokeby site is relatively modern and land is 

available for upgrade of the site it would appear,at the face of it,a cost effective 

solution with a real capacity for growth. 

TasWater Community Engagement  17 Nov 2015, 12:29 PM 

Thank you for your suggestion to consider the Rokeby STP site for a proposed relocation 

of the Macquarie Point STP. While we have considered that site though multi-criteria 

options analysis, at this stage, the Selfs Point site is looking more likely for a proposed 

relocation. Effluent reuse opportunities are being considered as part of the proposed 

strategy. However, irrigation of recycled water may be limited due to high salinity levels in 

sewage flows from the Macquarie Point catchment. 

 

michael swanton at 22 Nov 2015, 01:43 PM 

When the w.w.t.p. develops what will be the foreshore step back be for public access? 

TasWater Community Engagement at 25 Nov 2015, 04:04 PM 

Hi Michael, 

Thank you for your question. The setback distance of the Selfs Point STP from the 

foreshore will be determined following completion of layout plans. However, it is not 

expected that the development would prevent public use or affect the existing 15m strip 

between the Selfs Point STP and New Town Bay, owned by Hobart City Council. 
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Barrie Paterson at 3 December 2015 [received via email] 

Either by design fault, or faulty by design, TasWater’s stated intention to engage the 

community on the proposed relocation of the Macquarie Point STP to Self’s Point has 

failed. A solitary response to this site indicates a process that is “hidden in plain sight”. 

 I stumbled upon this Your Say site whilst searching an unrelated topic. Curiously, the 

relocation proposal is not mentioned in the 3 pages of media releases on the TasWater 

main website, nor under the Water and Sewerage tab or indeed in the Useful Links. No 

letterbox drop or direct mail has been received by affected residents and no public 

forum is planned. A change of approach is necessary. The residents of Stainforth Court 

are probably the most affected by this proposal. However, residents of a public housing 

estate are least likely to engage in this form of internet based consultation if for no 

other reason than the rates of literacy in this population is possibly amongst the lowest 

in Australia; ditto for internet engagement. Other significant populations affected by 

this proposal are children rowing at either the new combined rowing facility adjacent to 

the proposed site or the Friend’s shed on the northern side of the Bay. They are equally 

unlikely to find this forum or engage with it. The proffered Question and Answers about 

the proposal are mostly interesting for what has been left out.  

A few to begin with; 1. What are the alternative sites that were considered and why 

were they discarded? 2. What is the present capacity of the Self’s Point STP? 3. What is 

the proposed percentage increase in capacity being considered? 4. What is discharged 

from the present facility into New Town Bay, when, why and how often? 5. What is the 

cost/benefit of the proposal to pump sewerage from Hobart to New Town Bay and then 

back again only to discard 10gigaltrs of water per day without benefit? Frank’s proposal 

to use the water certainly seems attractive. 6. Why is the salt load of Hobart sewerage 

such that it cannot be used for irrigation? Melbourne wastewater has long been used 

for both environmental wetlands and commercial livestock production. Do they eat less 

salt or simply produce better quality effluent? Can I please ask you to post it to the site 

me? I admit defeat in using this forum - and I work in the information sector! Kind 

regards Barrie Paterson 

TasWater Community Engagement at 21 December 2015 [sent via email] 

Dear Barrie, 

Thank you for your interest in the Macquarie Point STP Relocation project and I apologise 

for time you spent, and the difficulties you had trying to access the project website. 

Please find below answers to your questions. 

1.  What are the alternative sites that were considered and why were they discarded? 

Several sites have been considered in the Greater Hobart area including existing Sewage 

Treat Plant (STP) sites and greenfield sites both on the western and eastern side of the 

Derwent River.  The Selfs Point STP site has clear advantages over the other sites 

considered, including close proximity to the Macquarie Point STP.  Assessment of other 

sites identified risks that vary by location but include proximity to residential areas, land 

acquisition, heritage and planning constraints.  The risks identified at the Selfs Point STP 

site were evaluated as being lower than at any of the alternative sites. 

2.  What is the present capacity of the Self’s Point STP? 

Selfs Point STP has a nominal capacity of 10.4ML/d.  The plant is currently operating close 

to the design capacity, so the plant will need to be expanded to treat flows from the 

Macquarie Point catchment. 
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3.  What is the proposed percentage increase in capacity being considered? 

Transfer of Macquarie Point STP catchment flows to the Selfs Point STP would require the 

hydraulic capacity of the plant to be roughly doubled. In other words, approximately 100 

per cent increase in flows.  

4.  What is discharged from the present facility into New Town Bay, when, why and how 

often? 

Selfs Point STP effluent is treated to a high standard which includes nutrient removal and 

disinfection. The effluent is pumped via a pipeline and outfall that discharges into the 

Lower Derwent River approximately 500m off Blinking Billy Point, Lower Sandy Bay 

(approximately 10km south of Selfs Point).  Effluent is discharged into the middle estuary 

off Selfs Point only in emergencies, such as, during extended power outages when the 

pump station is disabled or during large storms with high influent volumes that may 

exceed the plant capacity and bypass some treatment stages. Discharge to the local 

outfall at Selfs Point typically only occurs a few times per year and for a very short 

duration (less than one hour).  All discharges to Selfs Point and bypasses are reported to 

EPA. 

There is no discharge into New Town Bay. 

5.  What is the cost/benefit of the proposal to pump sewerage from Hobart to New 

Town Bay and then back again only to discard 10gigaltrs of water per day without 

benefit? Frank’s proposal to use the water certainly seems attractive. 

There is existing infrastructure (i.e. pumps, pipeline and outfall) that allows discharge 

from Selfs Point to the lower Derwent with spare capacity (currently up to 30ML/d) which 

may cater for the typical flows for an expanded STP. This should minimise any costs for 

effluent discharge.  To achieve a significant increase in effluent reuse would require 

construction of pipelines to suitable areas for irrigation, e.g. across the Derwent River to 

supplement the supply to the Coal River Valley Scheme.  Full reuse cannot be achieved 

without increased demand and construction of effluent storage for winter months. 

Consequently, appropriate discharge arrangements are still required when supply exceeds 

demand and storages are full.  The cost of expanding the capacity for effluent reuse will 

be investigated as part of the feasibility study to be undertaken during 2016. 

6.  Why is the salt load of Hobart sewerage such that it cannot be used for irrigation? 

Melbourne wastewater has long been used for both environmental wetlands and 

commercial livestock production. Do they eat less salt or simply produce better quality 

effluent? 

In order to prevent accumulation of salts and impact on irrigated areas, effluent quality 

must be managed below a specific level (1000EC) for irrigation, as agreed with the 

supplied farmers.  Unfortunately, the sewage from the Macquarie Point STP catchment 

typically exceeds this level, which currently precludes effluent reuse.  The source of 

salinity in the Macquarie Point STP catchment is currently understood to be a result of 

saline groundwater ingress since some sewer sections are below the high tide mark and 

due to their age, construction method and condition are not water tight.  TasWater will 

be undertaking investigations in early 2016 to better map the source and quantity of 

saline inputs to the catchment.  From this we hope to identify ‘hot-spots’ for remediation, 

which may help limit saline inflows. 

TasWater understands the importance of engaging with the community and we will 

continue to communicate with stakeholders and the local community over the coming 

months. Our engagement with the community on the proposed relocation of the 

Macquarie Point STP to Self’s Point has not been limited to our project website. Over the 

past two months we have met face to face with a wide variety of stakeholders from local 
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government, various government agencies, private business and the community. We have 

also received feedback from a number of people via our project website, by email and in 

meetings and over the phone as part of this first stage of consultation. We will be 

updating the community again in the first half 2016 on the proposed STP strategy, 

including site details, pipeline routes and discharge arrangements. 

Thank you for your feedback, and I hope you find these answers helpful. 

Regards 

Fiona Bradley 

 

gavva79  5 May 2016, 2:43 PM 

I would like a one bedroom appartment at Macquarie Point as compensation when the 

odour from the new facility no doubt affects where I currently live in Lutana. Why can't 

new land be developed closer to Cornelian bay. The residents in the cemetery are less 

likely to complain. 

TasWater Community Engagement  6 May 2016, 4:29 PM 

Please bear in mind that this new facility will be an upgrade of an existing sewage 

treatment plant that is already onsite at Selfs Point. From your comment, I am guessing 

that this current plant does not affect your home in Lutana? To the best of TasWater's 

knowledge, based on the calls we receive, the current Selfs Point plant does not create 

many nuisance odours for Lutana. TasWater is conducting odour modelling as a part of 

this project and the control of nuisance odours is a licencing requirement for any sewage 

treatment plant under the EPA. 

 

New Town Rivulet Catchment Care Group at 16 May 2016, 01:16 PM 

1.what is the riparian coastal reserve step back? 2. Is the expansion site the internal 

wetlands that was created by a Federal Grant and currently administered by the Hobart 

City Council? 

TrentSwindells at 16 May 2016, 05:08 PM 

The exact setback distance of the plant from the shore will be determined following the 

completion of layout plans. However, the development is not expected to affect the 

existing 15 metre strip of land between the plant and New Town Bay. This land is owned 

by the Crown. The area is also used by local recreation groups and TasWater has no plans 

to change this. 

As stated in our FAQs, if we do need to expand beyond the current boundary of 

TasWater's land to accommodate a larger plant, City of Hobart has discussed the possible 

use of the former New Town Wetlands site by TasWater. 

 

Barrie Paterson at 17 May 2016, 10:12 AM 

TasWater advise some of the criterion for the site selection of the Mac Pt STP relocation 

and advise that sites considered include existing and greenfield sites. What sites were 

considered? Was reuse of water a high priority? 
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TrentSwindells at 17 May 2016, 10:54 AM 

Thanks for your question. We've explained some of the criterion for our preference for 

Selfs Point in our FAQs here. In a nutshell, it's the most practical and cost-effective 

solution. This was determined following a study of available sites, which included other 

plants and greenfield sites, of which there was only a limited number. Most of these were 

quite some distance from Macquarie Point and were not considered viable on the basis of 

cost. 

Water reuse for irrigation will be considered as part of TasWater's design work for Selfs 

Point and you can get more information on this in our FAQs.  

 

Barrie Paterson at 17 May 2016, 10:18 AM 

TasWarter advise they "will consider" minimising visual impact of the expanded Self's 

Point STP. What height criteria, if any, apply? What priority does minimising visual 

impact have in the design criteria? 

TrentSwindells at 17 May 2016, 11:24 AM 

Thanks for your question. TasWater appreciates the appearance of the plant is an 

important issue for the surrounding area. By "considering" this, we mean this is one of 

several elements to include in the design process, including odour management. In this 

case, Tasmania's interim planning scheme allows for structures up to 10 metres tall. 

The current Macquarie Point plant features three tall trickling filters (the structures 

capped with light blue lids). These trickling filters will not be used at Selfs Point, which will 

be designed with newer technology in mind. 

 

Barrie Paterson at 17 May 2016, 10:35 AM 

The site selection of Self's Pt, was in part, because it does not involve a pipeline under 

the Derwent. Instead an underground pipe is to parallel the exisiting pipe to Macquarie 

Pt. Why is a pipe under the river a lesser option than a land based excavated pipe? 

Surely the Rv option is cheaper, and it has the desirable outcome of allowing the 99% of 

water being discharged at Lower Sandy Bay to be utilised on the drier Eastern Shore of 

Hobart. 

TrentSwindells at 17 May 2016, 11:11 AM 

TasWater did consider an underwater pipeline route option for Selfs Point, which is 

broadly shown in this map of the original pipeline proposals. A river pipeline is actually a 

significantly more expensive option, for both construction and maintenance. There is also 

an additional problem of disturbing sediment on the bottom of the Derwent. 

Providing recycled water for irrigation to the Eastern Shore would require a pipeline 

across the Derwent to a site suitable for large amounts of storage during the winter 

months, when irrigation is not happening. It would be an expensive project and not one 

that TasWater is currently funded for. However, the expansion and upgrading of Selfs 

Point does not prevent a future irrigation project of this nature. So this is something that 

TasWater is considering as a part of our design process. 

 

Barrie Paterson at 18 May 2016, 12:44 PM 

I accept that Self's Point is TasWater's preferred selection . I repeat my previous 

question. What and where are the sites that were considered by TasWater in arriving at 

this conclusion? 
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TrentSwindells at 18 May 2016, 04:10 PM 

Hi Barrie - let me see if I can do better. 

TasWater initially considered all potential sites within 15 kilometres of the existing 

Macquarie Point Sewer Treatment Plant. We kept it within that radius because pumping 

sewage over longer distances increases the risk of septic conditions that can cause issues 

with odour nuisance and corrosion. 

Looking at a map of Hobart, not a lot of land is available for a greenfield sewage 

treatment plant within 15 kilometres of Macquarie Point, due to the requirement that it 

cannot be located next to a residential area. 

The sites considered included the existing sewage treatment plants at Selfs Point, Rokeby 

and Prince of Wales Bay, and potential greenfield sites close to these plants. Initial 

discussions were held with some land owners in confidence. However, considering the 

cost and operational benefits, the Selfs Point plant demonstrated clear advantages over 

any alternative sites and became the focus of further investigations. 

 

gavva79 at 19 May 2016, 11:10 AM 

My house looks directly onto the Selfs point site. Much of the foreshore around this 

area has been extended for the petroleum works. I can't see why this can't continue on 

the eastern side of the point. At the moment the current buildings are inconspicuous 

but new building heights of up to 10m and removal of trees would ruin our and many 

other residents vista. $70 million to push sewerage upstream closer to existing 

residential is madness. 

TrentSwindells at 19 May 2016, 03:40 PM 

We understand your concern. I can only assure you the visual impact of an expanded 

sewage treatment plant is an important part of our upcoming design process. 

Unfortunately, TasWater does not own land on the eastern side of Selfs Point. Creating 

reclaimed land would add significantly to the cost of what is already an expensive process, 

as you have correctly pointed out. By expanding and upgrading the existing plant and 

keeping it within the current footprint as much as possible, the additional sewage will be 

no closer to the Lutana foreshore. 

Thank you for your question. 

 

gavva79 at 31 May 2016, 02:24 PM 

I just got my water bill today and it got me angry again. I still don't understand how this 

is financially viable. Are you saying the value of the land at Macquarie Point will 

increase by over $70 million if the sewerage works are moved? Is it more of a case of 

putting your hand out to various levels of Goverment to make it viable so a few 

developers can have their way. If the new/upgraded facility at Selfs point is going to be 

visually unobtrussive and meet EPA regulations why can't it stay/be built at Macquarie 

Point? If you're moving the existing facility from a place where there are no residents 

for $70 million I suggest you find another $10 million to acquire land on the eastern side 

of Selfs point to prevent lowering land values of existing residents in Lutana/New Town 

Bay. 
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TrentSwindells at 01 Jul 2016, 12:24 PM 

From your emails to date, it’s clear you think the amenity of Macquarie Point would be 

improved at Lutana’s expense, should this proposal go ahead. This is not our intention. 

TasWater has been asked by the Tasmanian Government to consider how best to relocate 

the sewage flows from Macquarie Point. Both the Tasmanian Government and Hobart 

City Council have acknowledged it is not a viable option for the sewage treatment plant to 

remain at Macquarie Point. 

TasWater would need to do this in a practical and economical way, but this must be 

balanced with the community’s expectations on issues such as odour management and 

appearance. To put it another way – it’s obviously more cost effective to upgrade an 

existing sewage treatment plant than it is to buy land and build a new one, and this avoids 

creating an impact in areas which are currently unaffected. 

In regards to the Selfs Point Sewage Treatment Plant, our planning and budget include 

odour management and visual screening to a similar level as the current facility. These 

two issues are central to our current management of the Selfs Point plant and will 

continue to be. 

Since the Selfs Point plant was built in the 1960s, the site has gone through several 

expansions, most recently in 1997. This included the construction of anaerobic digestors 

on the site which are approximately 10 metres high, matching the height restrictions of 

the current planning scheme. Future structures are expected to be of a similar height, or 

smaller. 

The preliminary estimate of $70 million, as reported by the Mercury, is not confirmed as it 

is subject to further investigations and design. This does not include the cost of 

acquiring any land, nor does it reflect the value of any land. The land to the east that you 

mention is Crown land which is leased and not available for purchase. 

 

JackyScrub at 22 Jun 2016, 12:36 PM 

I have the following questions regarding the proposal to pump waste from Macquarie 

Point to Selfs Point. - What specific chemicals will be used in the 'chemical dosing' as 

mentioned in the 'Odour Management' paragraph? - What will the frequency be of the 

discharge into the Middle Derwent Estuary, and will these dumpings be reported to the 

EPA and released to the public when they occur? - Given the amount of Waste to be 

relocated via pumping, is there consideration to be made with regard to the amount of 

energy consumption? - Is there an opportunity to view all options regarding the 

Macquarie Point waste relocation prior to the consideration involving Selfs Point? - And 

finally, could I suggest that the 'anecdotal feedback' regarding current odour releases 

from the Selfs Point site is inadmissible in the absence of a survey of residents in the 

surrounding area? Looking forward to your response. 
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TrentSwindells at 01 Jul 2016, 01:52 PM 

Thank you for your questions. 

The use of chemical scrubbing for odour management is a widespread practice 

throughout Tasmania, Australia and the world. The most frequently used chemicals for 

this purpose are sodium hydroxide and sodium hypochlorite, chemicals that are 

commonly found in bleach. These chemicals reduce the levels of hydrogen sulphide in any 

foul air from the treatment plant. The use of chemical dosing is conducted within the 

Environment Protection Authority’s regulations. In fact, using these chemicals helps 

TasWater to meet the EPA’s requirements for odour management. 

Regarding discharge into the Middle Estuary, it is firstly important to note that we are 

discussing treated effluent, not raw sewage. The current outfall for the Macquarie Point 

Sewage Treatment Plant is directly into the Middle Estuary. With the decommissioning of 

the plant, this will no longer be used for discharge of treated effluent. TasWater 

anticipates over 99% of all future treated effluent loads from Selfs Point (including 

additional flows from Macquarie Point) will be discharged into the Lower Derwent Estuary 

via the existing outfall at Blinking Billy Point, off Lower Sandy Bay. So overall, we expect 

this project to be of benefit to the Middle Estuary and we are working with the Derwent 

Estuary Program to help ensure this. The Selfs Point plant’s second outfall into the Middle 

Derwent Estuary will only discharge treated effluent during emergencies or following 

large rainfall events, if flows exceed capacity. Details on the quality and frequency of 

continuous and emergency discharges to the Derwent Estuary are currently part of the 

ongoing approval process with the EPA and TasWater’s commitments will be stated in a 

document for public review. As our design work continues, we are planning on using 

storage capacity on the site to reduce the frequency of these emergency discharges. All 

discharges are reported after the event occurs, as well as within our Annual Environment 

Reports to the EPA. If discharges pose a risk to public health, the public is informed. 

However, given the good mixing at the location and typical effluent quality, occasional 

discharges are unlikely to pose any risk to typical recreational uses or environmental 

values. 

Energy consumption is a consideration of our ongoing design process and TasWater is 

looking to achieve energy efficiency while ensuring we can meet our goals and community 

expectations on the effective disposal of waste. 

Selfs Point has been nominated as TasWater’s preferred site for the relocation of the 

waste currently treated at Macquarie Point. You can read more about the reasoning for 

this decision here. As noted in previous questions, the sites considered included the 

existing sewage treatment plants at Selfs Point, Rokeby and Prince of Wales Bay, and 

potential greenfield sites close to these plants. 

Regarding odour levels from the Selfs Point Sewer Treatment Plant, TasWater is not solely 

relying on anecdotal evidence. TasWater routinely conducts odour management and 

monitoring, with more detailed odour modelling studies undertaken to specifically inform 

this project. Throughout the site’s history, it has not been a frequent source of complaints 

from surrounding residents. In our conversations with locals, it was pleasing to learn that 

some residents were unaware of the plant. TasWater wants to ensure future odour 

management continues to meet both community and EPA expectations and this is a 

central concern in our design process. 
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gavva79 at 05 Jul 2016, 10:00 AM 

When do the leases run out at Selfs Point? From one report I found it seams several of 

the 50 year leases expire in 2019 or 2021. In any event the land is owned by the Crown 

and the Selfs Point Land Act 1951 states that one of the purposes of Selfs Point is 

municipal sewerage disposal works. The location at the end of Gas Rd could be leveled 

into the river at the behest of the Govenor and I doubt Crown Land services would have 

an issue with the land being used for this purpose. Thanks for choosing Lutana for your 

sewerage expansion but there is a better way of doing it. You talk of maintaining the 

foreshore and keeping odour below EPA standards but I think residents will be short 

changed. If there were accompanying proposals to improve the local road (Queens 

Walk) with footpaths to Cornelian Bay or a footbridge crossing the mouth of the New 

Town rivulet to a new BBQ area the proposal might be more well received. Another way 

you could show the community that the facility won't be a blight would be to relocate 

the offices of TasWater to Selfs Point. Might save you money in the long run. 

TrentSwindells at 06 Jul 2016, 04:09 PM 

TasWater owns the land on which the Selfs Point Sewage Treatment Plant is built. When 

we redevelop the plant, we will be able to reuse existing buildings and infrastructure, 

which provides a significant cost saving. Moving the entire plant and all the associated 

underground pipework one kilometre east to your proposed site at the end of Gas Road 

presents several problems: 

• the site is currently occupied and that tenant has a right to renew its lease 

• regardless of whether the tenant’s current lease expires in 2019 or 2021, this 

does not fit within the time frame of our project, as TasWater is being asked to 

start construction in 2017 

• as noted previously, the site you propose is not big enough and would need 

additional reclaimed land that must be suitable for the construction of large 

volumes of water storage 

• moving the current plant just one kilometre east of its current location would not 

guarantee an environmental improvement, particularly in relation to any odour 

effect on Lutana, which according to our evidence is currently very low 

• all of the above would also cost significantly more. 

The construction of BBQ areas or footbridges is not within the scope or budget of this 

project. It is TasWater’s role to provide effective water and sewage services that meet 

environmental requirements and community expectations. In this case, it means 

maintaining the foreshore access along Selfs Point, along with the visual screening and 

effective odour control. The EPA’s licensing requirements require TasWater to ensure the 

plant does not disrupt the local community. This is why the current plant has been 

successfully operating in the area since the 1960s. Incidentally, while TasWater’s main 

office is not located at Selfs Point, we do have about 20 workers permanently based at 

Selfs Point. 

Please be aware that this project is not yet approved by the EPA or City of Hobart, nor is it 

funded. There will be an opportunity for you and any member of the public to make 

objections and to have their say when the development application is lodged with City of 

Hobart for assessment later in the year. We will advise the public when this takes place 

and reopen online consultation via this website. 
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John Birkett at 25 Jul 2016, 06:38 AM 

The Macquarie Point site represents an opportunity for a medium to long term 

development strategy to the benefit of southern Tasmania. Governments of all 

persuasions and levels need to fund the removal of the sewerage treatment plant in 

order that a significant development may be devised and built to enhance further 

growth into our tourism industry. This development needs to revisit the current vision 

and development guidelines which are restrictive and will lead to developments that 

are less that needed. The starting point for all this is the removal of the sewerage 

treatment plant. 

TrentSwindells at 27 Jul 2016, 01:26 PM 

Thank you for your interest in this project. 

At this stage, TasWater will be presenting its proposal to move the Macquarie Point 

Sewage Treatment Plant by the end of 2016, with a Development Application (DA) to City 

of Hobart and a Development Proposal and Environmental Management Plan (DPEMP) 

for the Environment Protection Authority. The project will only proceed following 

approval of the DA and DPEMP, and receipt of funding. 

The strategy and vision behind the development of the Macquarie Point site is a matter 

for the Macquarie Point Development Corporation, which has provided more detail on its 

website at macquariepoint.com. 

 

Sven at 23 Jul 2016, 10:47 AM 

There is an obvious problem here in that Taswater are looking for a solution to an issue 

that is on the bottom of a very long list of required upgrades. The preferred option 

presented by Taswater therefore is the lowest risk and highest gain, i.e. removal of the 

WWTS, upgrade of your pipeline infrastructure and the Selfs Point WWTS. I can see why 

this is your preferred solution. The organisation who should be driving this project is of 

course The Macquarie Point Development Coorporation because without the treatment 

plant relocation no development can occur including the lauded "EDEN Project". if this 

project was owned and driven by MPDC the solution might be different and I would say 

a better result for Tasmania. One possible solution is the following, - relocate the trunk 

main to the proposed cycle way - turn the existing WWTS into an underground pumping 

station - constructs a submarine pipeline to Rosney WWTS, if this is considered risky, 

build a spare pipeline or put two HDPE pipes inside one large DICL pipe. it is only 1km 

across the Derwent and 25m deep, pretty simple construction really. - connect into the 

existing coal valley reuse system, I understand their is adaquite capacity within the 

pipeline. - I think we can guarantee that this would cost less than $70M, but why would 

Taswater want to do this?, doesn't do anything for them right?, thinking of the big 

picture if MPDC can sink say $20M of there $50M they were granted, Taswater and HCC 

sink in say $5M each, and the rest you generate through selling the existing Macqaurie 

Point WWTS site to a developer to build a nice apartment complex linked to Mac Point 

with a connected cycle path and upgraded marina at the Cenotaph. Further funds could 

be achieved through the sale of land at MacPoint, the sale of irrigation water or annual 

operations water charges to Mac Point developers. it is possible you could get some 

Federal funding but really it's on the bottom of a long list unless you take the sewage 

out of the Derwent and recycle it. I guess what I am saying is that Taswater will not 

come up with a cost effective solution that is best for Tasmania because it's is risky and 

not part of their core business needs. Until MPDC step up and own this problems and 

drive a solution that is best for Tasmania that allows the relocation project to proceed I 

think we can guarantee that nothing will be happening in the short term and definitely 
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not by 2019. What this needs is for people to step out of their risky conservative 

comfort zones to find an innovate solution that involves getting the sewage out of the 

Derwent, reusing the water for irrigation or industrial uses and developing a 

engineering option that generates money to fund the project. THe age of entitlements 

from State or Federal governments is over, this is no money for projects that are on the 

bottom of a long list of nice to haves. 

TrentSwindells at 27 Jul 2016, 01:32 PM 

Thanks for your email. You’ve raised several issues we’d like to respond to. 

Your suggestion to divert flows from Macquarie Point to the Rosny Sewage Treatment 

Plant is not feasible. The Rosny plant would need to more than triple its current 

processing capacity and there is not enough land available on the site for this expansion, 

which is already adjacent to residential development. 

TasWater has been engaged for this feasibility study because we deliver and manage 

sewerage infrastructure and services for Tasmania, so we are uniquely placed to 

determine the best solution for Tasmania. We have a close partnership with the 

Macquarie Point Development Corporation (MPDC), but this project also has implications 

for the rest of the Hobart sewerage system which must be considered. It is appropriate 

that TasWater is responsible for the planning and design of this project to ensure it fits 

with our long-term asset management strategy and operational requirements. Having 

inherited a number of challenging legacy issues around the state, TasWater sees clearly 

the need to employ a whole-of-system perspective. 

While questions do remain on funding for this project, the answers will be based on a 

practical, thorough and strategic assessment of the project by TasWater. 

You have made a couple of suggestions in relation to additional sources of funding for this 

project: 1) selling land at Macquarie Point and 2) charging irrigation customers for reuse 

of treated effluent. 

The sale of land at Macquarie Point and development for residential and other sensitive 

uses is a matter for the MPDC and is currently limited by the Sullivans Cove Planning 

Scheme until after the plant is removed. Similarly, development of the Macquarie Point 

plant site cannot occur until after the plant is decommissioned, new infrastructure built 

and the site remediated. Also, any revenue from sale of the site is unlikely to significantly 

offset the costs of the new infrastructure. 

Income from the sale of recycled water is not sufficient to fund the required irrigation 

infrastructure. Even with an expansion in irrigation demand, this would fall well short of 

what is needed. 

TasWater is working closely with MPDC to ensure the design and delivery program are 

developed in accordance with an agreed Memorandum of Understanding. MPDC has 

provided $5 million in funding towards the planning and design of the required 

infrastructure to allow full development of their site. The strategy and vision behind the 

development of the Macquarie Point site is a matter for the MPDC, which has provided 

more detail on its website at macquariepoint.com. 

A final point, you say we should find a solution that “involves getting the sewage out of 

the Derwent”. The delivery of this project would improve treatment of sewage from the 

Macquarie Point catchment to meet modern standards. This will reduce total nitrogen 

inputs to the Derwent, to protect water quality and environmental health. The project 

proposal will be reviewed by the City of Hobart and Environmental Protection Authority 

to ensure the design and operational commitments are consistent with all current 
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planning and environmental guidelines. Construction cannot commence until these 

external approvals are provided. 

 

This is the complete list of questions asked on the TasWater YourSay website regarding the 

proposed relocation of the Macquarie Point Sewage Treatment Plant, from 11 November 2015 to 

12 August 2016. 

Further rounds of online consultation will occur later in 2016. 

If you wish to discuss this project, please contact TasWater’s Community Engagement Officer 

Trent Swindells on 6237 8523 or trent.swindells@taswater.com.au. 

 


